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Gresham House Strategic PLC (GHS)
Double discount offers real value
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GHS is an investment company that applies private equity (PE) techniques,
together with a “value” philosophy. At its half-year-end in September, it had a
focused portfolio with 12 investments representing 75% of NAV; since then, it has
spent or committed further capital, bringing its available cash balance to £3m. It
aims to distribute half of realised gains through either dividends or share buybacks.
To this end, it paid a 15p maiden dividend in FY17 and bought back 1% of its shares.
It is currently trading on a 26% discount to NAV; management aims to close this
gap over time.
►

Strategy: The managers aim for a considerably higher level of engagement with
investee company stakeholders – management, shareholders, customers,
suppliers and competitors – to identify market-pricing inefficiencies and support
a clear equity value-creation plan, targeting above-market returns over a longerterm investment horizon. This is part of the private equity technique.

►

Undervalued: GHS is focussing on undervalued smaller companies – typically
less than £250m – where it believes there are value-creation opportunities
through change, whether that is strategy, operations or management. It expects
to own stakes for between three and five years.

►

NAV growth to date: Since the first NAV release in August 2015, the NAV has
risen 13%, despite carrying a weight of cash as the investment policy was
applied. Over the same period, the FTSE SmallCap Index rose 21%, with growth
stocks continuing to outperform value.

►

Risks: In addition to the straight look-through risks to the concentrated
underlying holdings, shareholders face the risk that the discount to NAV does
not narrow or may even widen further. While the share price is naturally
anchored to the NAV, wide variations can persist for long periods of time.

►

Investment summary: In Tony Dalwood and Graham Bird, GHS has some very
experienced and successful managers. Their strategy to pursue close
engagement in undervalued smaller companies is sound, although currently
unfashionable. Fashions change and investors buying today have the advantage
of being able to buy £1 of undervalued assets for just 74p.

Description
GHS applies P/E techniques to quoted
small-cap investments to deliver longterm superior returns. Its focus on
value stocks may deliver additional
returns when they return to favour.
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GHS’s current portfolio
IMImobile
Be Heard
Northbridge
M J Hudson
Miton
Centaur Media
Tax Systems
Escape Hunt
Quarto
Other investments
Cash
Total

Value
(£m)
17.1
4.4
2.7
2.1
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.2
4.6
3.0
40.7

% of portfolio

Investment proposition

42.0%
10.8%
6.6%
5.2%
4.2%
3.4%
3.2%
2.9%
2.9%
11.3%
7.4%
100%

Undervalued, strong growth prospects
Buy & build, organic growth, cash-generative
Recovery and growth
Pre-IPO opportunity
Operational gearing, improve ROCE
Strategic refocusing
Strategic change and expansion
Site rollout, growth, high RoCE
Organic and acquired growth, cheap

Source: GSH
Note: As at 29/12/17 using bid price share data
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Investment case
All the advantages of an
Investment Trust with none of the
restrictions

We regard GHS as an ideal investment vehicle: it has the advantages of an
Investment Trust – closed-end nature, ability to gear – without any of the restrictions
– distribution rules and limits on holdings size. It also has £15m of tax losses that can
be offset against both capital gains and income.
The managers were appointed in August 2015, and have been steadily employing
their investment process. They target smaller companies, which tend to be
overlooked because of their size and are under-researched, illiquid and find it harder
to raise growth capital. They are looking for companies that are profitable and cashgenerative but that could benefit from input on strategy, operations or
management.
GHS aims to take influential minority stakes – in association with its sister vehicle
Gresham House Strategic Public Equity fund – of between 5% and 25%. It then
engages with the company and management, and all the other stakeholders:
customers, suppliers, etc.
The engagement can take many forms, including the provision of equity or debt
capital to finance investment, enhancing operations using consultants and in-house
experts, beefing up investor relations, and helping to set strategic objections and
milestones.
The management team launched this strategy while working at SVG Investment
Managers over 15 years ago, and built an impressive track record.

Patience
The strategy takes time to work

Buying things that are unfashionable and overlooked are not instantly transformed.
GHS says it has an ideal holding period of three to five years. Similarly, if you’re
buying something that is out of fashion, you don’t want to sell it before it is back in
fashion.
Since the financial crisis in 2008, growth stocks have outperformed value stocks
substantially and consistently. This is probably largely a function of interest rates
being suppressed to near zero. As interest rates pick up, we would expect this to
have a significant impact on the value to growth dynamic.
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Portfolio metrics
GHS has produced a table that demonstrates the “value attractions” of its
investments across its portfolio, excluding three private companies and one listed
company whose public forecasts are under review (Quarto plc). The value applied to
its holdings reflects the 24% discount applied to GHS’s NAV as at the end of 2017,
and the data are weighted by the size of its holdings.

GHS and indices’ valuation metrics
EV/sales
EV/EBITDA
Sales growth
Net debt/EBITDA

GHS (mkt price)
0.8x
5.3x
16%
-0.3x

GHS (NAV basis)
1.0x
7.0x
16%
-0.3x

FTSE SmallCap
1.1x
8.1x
5%
2.0x

FTSE All Share
1.5x
8.7x
4%
1.3x

FTSE AIM
1.7x
13.5x
9%
0.5x

Source: GHS, Bloomberg, Hardman&Co

We have added in a column showing the metrics based on NAV. It is clear that, even
without the discount, GHS’s holdings are cheaper than their peers’ on both sales and
EBITDA. They are also expected to grow faster and have no net debt in aggregate.

Fees and discounts
Discounts are a natural function of
fees

GHS hopes that, over time, the market will appreciate its ability to add value and that
the discount to NAV at which it trades will duly narrow. There can be no guarantee
of this but, if the managers are able to demonstrate that they can consistently add
value, we believe it is likely that the discount will indeed close.
It is, however, natural for a fund to trade at a discount to the value of its underlying
investment. All other things being equal, this reflects the capitalised costs of future
fees. GHS charges an annual management fee of 1.5% and an annual performance
fee of 15% over a 7% hurdle, reflecting the intensive nature of the strategy.

Fund Manager: Gresham House
The mangers, Tony Dalwood and
Graham Bird, highly experienced

GHS is managed by the Strategic Equity investment team within Gresham House
Asset Management Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Gresham House plc
(www.greshamhouse.com, AIM GHE). Tony Dalwood established SVG Investment
Managers and launched Strategic Equity Capital plc in 2005, gaining direct
experience in building businesses. His previous appointments include CEO of SVG
Advisers, membership of the UK Investment Committee of UBS Phillips & Drew Fund
Management, Chair of Downing Active Management Investment Committee and
Chair of the Board of Schroders Private Equity Funds.
Graham Bird spent six years as a senior executive at PayPoint plc, gaining direct
experience of running a business. He was a fund manager and Head of Strategic
Investment at SVG Investment Managers and a Director at JPMorgan Cazenove.
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Private Equity approach
GHS trading at bigger discount than
more established, larger peers

There are a number of quoted vehicles adopting a PE fundamental approach.

Peers’ premiums/discounts to NAV

Ticker

Gresham House Strategic
Strategic Equity Capital
Aurora
Crystal Amber *
North Atlantic Smaller Co IT *
Marwyn Value Investors Ltd

GHS
SEC
ARR
CRS
NASCIT
MVI

Market Cap
(£m)
32
158
92
197
414
113

Latest NAV
(p)
1153
273
207
191
3530
219

Discount to
NAV (%)
-26%
-14%
1%
0%
-18%
-30%

Source: Hardman & Co Research; prices as at 31st January 2018; * latest monthly NAV end-Dec.

Since we first reproduced this table, in September 2016, the pattern of the discounts
has remained fairly stable, but with an average widening of the discounts of about
four percentage points and Crystal Amber losing its 9% premium.

Caveats
No complete control and limited
gearing

While GHS’s approach to due diligence and engagement mirrors the private equity
model, it does miss out on two important elements: control and gearing. Most
private equity investors are in control of their investments, either themselves or
though a consortium of like-minded players. GHS has only an influential stake.
Secondly, a meaningful, although not the major, contributor to private equity returns
over the years has been the favourable tax treatment of interest expense. PE
investments are loaded up with debt and pay minimal, if any, tax. Since the private
equity house owns the whole structure, it is indifferent to the value of the tiny
amount of equity. Listed companies cannot behave in the same fashion.
Neither point undermines the rationale for investing with GHS’s strategy; they just
show two advantages that are not available to GHS.

Investment conclusion
Many commentators are cautious about equity valuations following strong market
runs and what have been perceived as stretched valuations. The pond in which GHS
is fishing has seen neither the strong investment performance nor the rise in
valuation metrics. Combine this fundamental attraction with the current significant
discount to NAV, and investors can buy into a portfolio of stocks at a double discount.
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Disclaimer
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services. Whilst every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information in the research
is correct, this cannot be guaranteed.
The research reflects the objective views of the analysts named on the front page. However, the companies or funds covered in this research may pay us a fee,
commission or other remuneration in order for this research to be made available. A full list of companies or funds that have paid us for coverage within the past
12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/
Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which debars staff and consultants from dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies which pay
Hardman for any services, including research. They may be allowed to hold such securities if they were owned prior to joining Hardman or if they were held before the
company appointed Hardman. In such cases sales will only be allowed in limited circumstances, generally in the two weeks following publication of figures.
Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for its own account or for other parties and neither does it undertake investment business. We may provide
investment banking services to corporate clients.
Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, we do not publish records of our past recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a
research note this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further
notes on these securities/companies but has no scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities/companies without notice.
Nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell securities by us.
This information is not tailored to your individual situation and the investment(s) covered may not be suitable for you. You should not make any investment
decision without consulting a fully qualified financial adviser.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an
appointed representative of Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under registration number
600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies House with number 8256259. However, the information in this research report is not FCA regulated
because it does not constitute investment advice (as defined in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) and is provided for general information only.
Hardman & Co Research Limited (trading as Hardman & Co)
35 New Broad Street
London
EC2M 1NH

+44 (0) 20 7194 7622
Follow us on Twitter @HardmanandCo
(Disclaimer Version 4 – Effective from January 2018)

Status of Hardman & Co’s research under MiFID II
Some professional investors, who are subject to the new MiFID II rules from 3rd January, may be unclear about the status of Hardman research and, specifically,
whether it can be accepted without a commercial arrangement. Hardman’s company research is paid for by the companies about which we write and, as such, falls
within the scope of ‘minor non-monetary benefits’, as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II.
In particular, Article 12(3) of the Directive states: ‘The following benefits shall qualify as acceptable minor non-monetary benefits only if they are’ (b) ‘written
material from a third party that is commissioned and paid for by an[sic] corporate issuer or potential issuer to promote a new issuance by the company, or where
the third party firm is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce such material on an ongoing basis, provided that the relationship is clearly disclosed
in the material and that the material is made available at the same time to any investment firms wishing to receive it or to the general public;’
The fact that we are commissioned to write the research is disclosed in the disclaimer, and the research is widely available.
The full detail is on page 26 of the full directive, which can be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/mifid-delegated-regulation-20162031.pdf
In addition, it should be noted that MiFID II’s main aim is to ensure transparency in the relationship between fund managers and brokers/suppliers, and eliminate
what is termed ‘inducement’, whereby free research is provided to fund managers to encourage them to deal with the broker. Hardman is not inducing the reader
of our research to trade through us, since we do not deal in any security.
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